Google Scholar allows you to search research from: academic publishers, professional societies, online repositories, universities and other web sites.

Google Scholar is a good starting point when searching for academic or scholarly literature.

Google Scholar is a good tool for finding:

- a specific article of which you know the title
- articles published in non-peer reviewed journals
- articles from conference proceedings

http://scholar.google.com/
From Google Scholar to the Full Text:

The full-text of the article will only be made available if
a) it is freely available on the web
b) your library has a database subscription that covers full-text access to the article in question.

Full-Text @ WIT Libraries:

Select Settings on Google Scholar homepage.

Click on Library Links and then type in Waterford Institute of Technology. Click search button. Tick box beside Waterford Institute of Technology - Full-Text @ WIT Libraries and then click Save.

Then if an article is available full-text through WIT Libraries, you will see Full-Text @ WIT Libraries beside the article. Click on this link and enter your WIT username and password.

Features:

Cited by: how many times an article has been cited or referenced by other articles.

All ... versions: all versions found by Google Scholar, usually just citations, but may include full-text.

Related Articles: lists similar articles.

Phrase searching: use double quotation marks (“”) to search for a phrase e.g. “information literacy”

Advanced Search: click on drop down arrow on search box

Google Scholar is a helpful resource, but don’t forget WIT Libraries databases which give you access to thousands of journal articles.

Remember to evaluate! See WIT Libraries Evaluating Information Subject Guide.

Library Information Service:

Information Desk / libinfo@wit.ie / 051-302840